
 
RECRUITMENT FOR VARIOUS POSITIONS ON FIXED TERM ENGAGEMENT ON CONTRACT 

BASIS FOR DEFENCE BANKING VERTICAL   
 

NOTIFICATION 
 

Sub: Interviews for Various Positions in Defence Banking Vertical   
 
We refer to the detailed advertisement dated 10.02.2023 in leading newspapers/ notification on our 
bank’s website inviting applications for following positions in Defence Banking Vertical on Fixed 
Term Engagement on Contract Basis. 
 
The lists of candidates provisionally shortlisted for further selection process i.e. Interview for 
following positions are as given below:  
 

Position Registration No. (in ascending order) 

Deputy Defence Banking 

Advisor (DDBA) 

22DDBA00164 22DDBA00230 22DDBA00292 22DDBA00295 

22DDBA00329 22DDBA00369 22DDBA00412 22DDBA00413 

22DDBA00459 22DDBA00765 22DDBA00891 22DDBA01020 

22DDBA01108 22DDBA01110 22DDBA01115 22DDBA01305 

22DDBA01824 22DDBA02020 22DDBA02321 22DDBA02363 

22DDBA02665 22DDBA02693 
  

 

Defence Relationship 
Manager (DRM) 

22DRM00106 22DRM00185 22DRM00453 22DRM01894 

22DRM02142 22DRM02595 22DRM02597 22DRM02599 

22DRM02643 22DRM02690 22DRM02721 22DRM02746 
 

 

Please note that –  

 As detailed in the ‘Selection Procedure’ section of the advertisement, only the most 

suitable candidates, in the ratio as per the Banks requirement have been called for 

the selection process  

 Shortlisting is provisional and is subject to production of all the relevant/sufficient 

documentary evidence of meeting the eligibility criteria as prescribed in our 

advertisement dated 10.02.2023, as and when called by the Bank.  

 
The interview call letters for the provisionally shortlisted candidates are being sent to their 

respective registered e-mail ids. The provisionally shortlisted candidates are advised to carefully 

go through the guidelines contained in the interview call letter. Candidates are also advised to visit 

the Bank’s website periodically to check further notifications, if any.  

 
This notification shall be treated as intimation to all the candidates, who have applied for the 
positions of ‘Deputy Defence Banking Advisor’ & ‘Defence Relationship Manager’ and no 
separate communication shall be sent to all other candidates. 

 
Decision of the Bank in all matters pertaining to selection process shall be final and binding. 
 
 

 
DATE: 06.04.2023       GENERAL MANAGER (HRM) 
 


